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Who

- NANOG is a membership organization

- Organized as an 501(c)3 non-profit

- Focused on the technologies and systems that make the Internet function
History

- NANOG evolved from the NSFNET “Regional-Techs” meetings.

- In February 1994, the group revised its charter to include a broader base of network service providers, adopting NANOG as its new name.

- In February 2011, NANOG became an independent membership organization.

- NANOG Meetings are key venues for operational staff to come together and discuss technical operations in a frank and open manner.
Attendance Charter

https://www.nanog.org/governance/attendance
Today - What, When, Where

- 3-day conferences and 1-day NOTR meetings
- Main conferences in Feb, June, Oct
- On The Road meetings in other months of the year
- Located in the North American Region
College Immersion Program

- NANOG is committed to ensuring that the next-generation of networking professionals have an opportunity to become part of the operational community that makes the Internet run.

- Faculty Attendance and Mentorship Required
  - Faculty member will select student participation and attendance upon application approval by the NCI selection committee

- Benefits for up to 25 students per meeting include:
  - Airfare (up to $500)
  - Four nights of hotel (booked by NANOG staff)
  - Ground transportation (reasonable cost)
  - Meal stipend (adjusted for meeting location)

- Learn more & APPLY!!
  - [https://www.nanog.org/resources/nci](https://www.nanog.org/resources/nci)
Future - NANOG programs

- NANOG Scholarship Program
  - Annual Awards - Non renewable

- NANOG Education Program
  - 1 Day Classes to further enhance knowledge and skills of those developing and supporting Operations of the Internet
How to Participate

▪ NANOG mailing list
  – https://www.nanog.org/list/join

▪ NANOG website and archives
  – https://www.nanog.org

▪ NANOG Conferences
  – https://www.nanog.org/meetings/home

▪ NANOG On The Road Meetings
  – https://www.nanog.org/meetings/road/home

▪ NANOG Fellowships
  – https://www.nanog.org/resources/fellowships
NANOG Meetings

- NANOG holds 3 meetings in North America per year
- Monday through Wednesday schedule
- Peer-reviewed program selected by NANOG PC after formal CFP
- Talks, tutorials, tracks, social events and networking
- Fellowships and college immersion
On The Road

- 3-5 events a year bring NANOG meeting content to additional cities
- One-day program with talks and tutorials
- Reception and networking
- NANOG PC solicits talks and invites local speakers
NOTR - Denver
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